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by elevated levels of  plasma glucose, caused by impairment in both 
insulin secretion and action. The recent global epidemic of  T2D is 
an indication of  environmental factors as well as rapid changes in 
lifestyle patterns and increasing physical inactivity or sedentary habits.[6] 
Studies in Asian Indians have suggested that even a moderate degree 
of  obesity can produce insulin resistance, due to increase in abdominal 
fat accumulation in this group.[7] Unusual fat distribution characterized 
by a high waist-to-hip ratio or a high truncal-to-peripheral skin fold 
thickness ratio gives a clear indication that an individual is predisposed 
to developing insulin resistance.[8]

Chronic HTN, which has become part of  the professional world, 
is also known to cause CVDs.[9] HTN [according to the World 
Health Organization (WHO) criteria, the elevation of  blood 
pressure level, exceeding 140/90 mmHg] is a complex disorder, 
with genetic, environmental, and demographic factors contributing 
to its occurrence.[10] It is one of  the principal independent risk factors 
for stroke, myocardial infarction, end-stage renal diseases, and ventricular 
hypertrophy.[9]

In the postgenomic era, we have acquired tools to understand common 
pathophysiological phenomena at the level of  genomics. Functional 
genomics have enabled us to use large-scale molecular and physiological 
data for not only the identification of  causative genes associated with a 
disease but also the discovery of  gene modules that directly respond to 
genetic and environmental perturbations associated with a disease.[11-14]

Genes associated with different diseases are correlated based on their 
functional importance, and a scoring system is generated based on 
fuzzy logic.[15] There are numerous methods to study such correlations, 
such as high-throughput data analysis or protein-protein interactions 
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Introduction
Biological stress refers to the consequences of  failure of  any organism 
to respond appropriately to physical and chemical cues from the 
environment.[1] In the current working-lifestyle scenario of  modern living, 
there has been reported an increase in the incidence of  cardiovascular 
diseases (CVDs).[2,3] The CVDs are interrelated with diabetes, hypertension 
(HTN), and obesity.[4] There is increasing evidence that type 2 diabetes 
(T2D) and CVDs are partially related with respect to their etiologies and 
pathophysiological mechanisms. The prediction models presently applied 
share numerous risk factors: Age; sex; and anthropometric, metabolic, 
socioeconomic, and lifestyle variables.[5]

T2D is a complex, heterogeneous group of  conditions characterized 
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(PPIs) and constructions of  gene regulatory networks.[16-19] Moreover, 
methods have also been proposed to integrate multiple data sources 
for the purpose of  achieving highly accurate identification of  genes 
involved in diseases or biological processes.[20] A general attribute of  
these methods is the requirement of  a set of  genes associated with a 
query disease to obtain novel associations between the query disease and 
candidate genes. However, according to the recent release of  the Online 
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database,[21] the genetic bases for 
a significant proportion of  known diseases are completely unknown, and 
thus applications of  these methods are greatly constrained. To overcome 
this constraint, methods have been proposed to utilize disease phenotype 
similarity data with PPI network-based data for the prioritization of  
candidate genes.[22,23] There is increasing evidence where genome-wide 
association studies have combined with network analysis to improve 
the understanding of  the molecular basis of  complex diseases.[24,25] The 
candidate genes can be prioritized based on gene semantic similarities 
obtained from the gene ontology.[26]

In this study, we have tried to simplify the complexity of  the conventional 
pathway analysis approaches of  protein-protein networks or gene 
network involvement in pathways. We have tried to correlate the four 
most common lifestyle and stress-associated disorders (CVDs, T2D, 
obesity, and HTN) and tried to study their common enriched gene 
networks based on functionality and interactions.

Materials and Methods
The schematic representation of  this study is summarized in Chart 1.

Retrieval of genes and prioritization
In order to build a functional network of  the genes involved in four 
chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases, that is, genes associated with T2D, 
obesity, HTN, and CVDs were retrieved from the PolySearch database. 
PolySearch is a comprehensive text mining system that extracts the 
relationships between diseases, genes, mutations, drugs, and metabolites 
in humans from different types of  biomedical text databases, such as 
PubMed, OMIM, DrugBank, SwissProt, Human Metabolome Database 
(HMDB), Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD), and Genetic 
Association Database (GAD).[27] Searching was performed using “Disease-
Gene/Protein Association” as query type and individual disease name, 
such as “Type 2 diabetes,” as the query keywords. Searching for the rest 
of  the diseases was carried out in a similar manner. The obtained gene 
list was prioritized based on a relevancy score, expressed as a z score 
[Supplementary 1-4]. In our study we have selected genes having z scores 
>1 for further analysis.

Functional disease ontology annotations (FunDOs) of the 
retrieved genes
All the genes retrieved from the PolySearch database that were involved 
in the four chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases under discussion 
were annotated using FunDO (http://django.nubic.northwestern.edu/
fundo). Disease ontology annotations of  a human gene describe unique 
roles for genes in the context of  disease and are complementary to 
gene ontology annotations. This process enabled us to find the relevant 
diseases with respect to the entered list of  genes, based on statistical 
analysis from the disease ontology annotation database.

Construction of PPI networks
The genes obtained from the PolySearch database (having z score >1) 
were further used for construction of  the PPI networks by using the 
STRING 9.1 (http://string-db.org) database.[28] This database provides 
known and predicted PPIs from different sources on the basis of  their 
neighborhood, gene fusions, co-occurrence, coexpression, experiments, 
and literature sources. An extended network was constructed for each 

individual disease based on a high confidence score (>0.7) as selection 
parameter, which implies that only interactions with high level of  
confidence were extracted from the database and considered as valid 
links for the PPI networks.

Topological analysis of the PPI networks
The PPI networks obtained by using STRING 9.1 were analyzed based 
on topological parameters such as betweenness centrality (BC) and node 
degree using a Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org) plug-in named 
“Network Analyzer.”[29] In these networks, each gene corresponded to 
a node and the interaction between the nodes were defined as edges. 
“Degree” signifies the number of  links or edges the node has to the other 
nodes in a network. The nodes that possess high degree represented the 
genes having important biological functions. BC reflects the importance 
of  the node based on the number of  shortest paths that pass through 
each node. The network for each disease was visualized based on these 
parameters, where we mapped the node degree to the node size and 
betweenness to the node color in the network view. The genes having 
high BC value and node degree (BC ≥0.05 and node degree ≥5) for 
each individual disease were taken into consideration for further analysis.

Functional enrichment analysis
In the present study, after setting up the selection parameter based on 
the BC values and node degree s (BC ≥0.05 and node degree ≥5) of  the 
genes involved in these four diseases, functional enrichment analysis was 
performed using ClueGO.[30] ClueGO, a Cytoscape plug-in, was used to 
decipher functionally grouped gene ontology and pathway annotation 
networks. It facilitates the visual interpretation of  functionally related 
genes as a clustered network and chart. The statistical test used for 
the enrichment analysis was a right-sided hypergeometric test with a 
Benjamini-Hochberg correction and a kappa score of  0.5 (medium). 
It enabled us to elucidate the biological functions of  the genes, their 
regulation, their involvement in pathways, and their relevance to diseases.

FunDOs of enriched genes involved in the top five 
diseases
The enriched gene list was obtained using the stringent selection criteria 
of  BC ≥ 0.05 and node degree ≥5, and they were further annotated using 
FunDO. This enabled us to know about the involvement of  enriched 
genes in the top five diseases.

Results
Gene retrieval and prioritization
The genes retrieved from the PolySearch database source involved 
in these four chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases were prioritized 
based on a z score >1. In order to exclude outcomes due to chance, 
the genes having positive z scores (>1) were considered. The results 
showed 51, 82, 70, and 71 genes involved in CVDs, HTN, obesity, and 
T2D, respectively, on the basis of  their z scores.

Network of retrieved genes involved in four chronic 
stress-related lifestyle diseases
A list of  141 genes was analyzed by FunDO, out of  which 131 genes 
were found to be associated with the diseases. It was observed that 
these enriched genes were involved in diabetes mellitus; obesity; HTN; 
atherosclerosis, which is one of  the primary reasons of  CVD; and 
anorexia nervosa, which is associated with obesity [Figure 1]. The 
sizes of  the disease nodes are proportional to the number of  edges. 
The numbers of  genes involved in these top five diseases are shown 
in Table 1.

PPI networks
PPIs are the physical contacts established between two or more proteins 
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due to biochemical events. In our study, the generation of  PPI networks 
with the retrieved genes resulted in 130 interactions among 26 nodes for 
genes involved in CVD, 142 interactions among 42 nodes for HTN, 160 
interactions among 36 nodes for obesity, and 204 interactions among 
39 nodes for T2D [Figure 2].

Topological analysis of networks and identification of 
key genes
The PPI network obtained from STRING 9.1 for each individual 
stress-related lifestyle disease was further analyzed as described in the 
Materials and Methods section. Here, each gene was represented as a 
node. Two topological parameters, that is, node degree and BC were 
used for identification of  key genes. The gene with high node degree and 
high BC value represented the key gene involved in a particular disease. 
The selection criteria of  node degree ≥5 and BC ≥0.05 were used for 
identification of  key genes involved in these four chronic stress-related 
lifestyle diseases. In this study, as we have considered five diseases, a node 
degree ≥5 was taken as the cut-off  value. In case of  BC, a minimum 
value of  ≥0.05 was considered for its effective significance in screening 
the optimum number of  genes associated with five diseases. Moreover, 
a higher BC value would have led to the minimum criteria of  gene 
association. The key genes having a node degree ≥5 and BC ≥ 0.05 for 
each individual disease are represented in Table 2. The networks of  key 
genes for each disease were visualized in “Network Analyzer.” Nodes 
having high degree were displayed as big circles, while shades of  red 
to green colors represented high to low BC values for the node. The 

networks of  key genes involved in these stress-related lifestyle diseases 
are shown in Figure 3.

Molecular function and pathway analysis of key genes
After functional enrichment of  the genes, it was observed that these 
genes are involved in insulin signaling pathways, adipocytokine signaling 
pathways, glucose homeostasis of  the body, the sleep-wakefulness cycle, 
fat cell differentiation, DNA damage response, PI3K/AKT-mediated 
signaling pathways, regulation of  insulin hormone secretion, tissue 
homeostasis, the circadian clock, regulation of  stem cell proliferation, 
glycogen metabolism, regulation of  lipid biosynthesis process, lipid 
metabolism, several cancers, etc. [Figure 4].

Functional annotation of the enriched genes involved in 
four chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases
The enriched or key genes obtained based on the selection criteria (node 
degree ≥5 and BC ≥ 0.05) were annotated by using FunDO. Thirty-six 
genes were analyzed by the web version of  FunDO. It was observed 
that these enriched genes are involved in diabetes mellitus, obesity, 
hyperinsulinism, metabolic disease, hyperglycemia, and atherosclerosis, 
which is one of  the primary CVDs [Figure 5]. The sizes of  the disease 
nodes are proportional to the number of  edges. The number of  genes 
involved in these diseases was shown in Table 3.

Discussion
Lifestyle disorders are always associated with chronic stress-induced 

Chart 1: A pictorial representation of the methodology has been summarized as follows: Step 1- Retrieval and prioritization of genes involved in 
four chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases from the PolySearch text mining tool; Step 2- Analysis of PPI network by using STRING database; 
Step 3- Topological analysis of network using Cytoscape v 2.8.2, based on BC and node degree, leading to the identification of enriched genes 
involved in these four diseases; Step 4- Functional annotation of the enriched genes involved in four chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases
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physiological imbalances. The imbalances generated in the form of  
hormonal dysregulation or enzyme dysfunction start as low-key events. 
It was reported earlier that inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-6 
(IL-6) were involved in chronic and systemic inflammation, termed as 
metaflammation, which was originally ascribed to obesity.[31] Subsequent 
research has shown that metaflammation is not limited to obesity but 
associated with other lifestyle and environmental inducers, which have 
been linked, either directly or indirectly, to certain chronic diseases 
and conditions such as heart disease, and T2D.[32] It appears to be part 
of  a metabolic cascade, including cellular oxidative stress and insulin 
resistance, which induces allostatic overload, dysmetabolism, and 
ultimately chronic diseases.[33]

In our study, with the help of  published database searching and other 
bioinformatics tools, we have derived key genes involved in the four 
chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases CVD, obesity, T2D, and HTN, 
which are known to be interlinked in pathophysiological terms. After 
database mining for each disease, we considered the genes having a z 
score >1 for each disease, and then by topological analysis we considered 
the enriched genes involved in each disease, on the basis of  node degree 
≥5 and BC ≥0.05.

Functional gene enrichment of  the diseases, showed involvement 
of  common pathways and biological functions. The schematic 
representation of  the interconnectedness of  these diseases, along with 
the genes involved, is given in Figure 6. We have considered common 
genes based on their interconnectedness and biological involvement in 
all the four lifestyle disorders mentioned. The figure shows that IL6, 

LEP, CLOCK, AGRP, and BDNF were the key genes involved in all 
these stress-related lifestyle diseases.

In our study, it was observed that one of  the key genes, IL6 (having 
node degree 16 and BC 0.18641026) [Table 2], which encodes the 
inflammatory cytokine IL-6, plays a crucial role in atherosclerosis.[34] It 
is one of  the principal complications found in cardiac disease victims. It 
is characterized by the deposition of  lipids underneath the tunica intima 
of  blood vessels. The primary reasons for this are hyperlipidemia and 
hypercholesterolemia. Due to the deposition of  lipids underneath blood 
vessels, atherosclerotic plaque is produced,[35] which can lead to several 
CVDs such as myocardial infarction, stroke, coronary artery blockage, as 
well as chronic HTN.[36] Studies have been reported that suggested that 
polymorphism in the promoter region of  the IL6 gene leads to T2D.[37]

T2D is caused by complex interactions between adverse environmental 
factors and certain genetic factors. Hyperglycemia is one of  the primary 
features of  T2D. It is characterized by glycosuria, loss of  electrolytes, 
increased caloric loss, polyphagia, as well as loss of  body weight due to 
loss of  calories through the urine, and mobilization of  fats and proteins 
for energy production.[13] Hyperinsulinemia is another symptom of  
the early onset of  T2D and can occur due to metabolic dysfunction. 
It is associated with HTN, obesity, dyslipidemia, glucose intolerance, 
low high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol levels, elevated 
triglyceride levels, and impaired fasting glucose, as well as parental 
history of  diabetes.[38] The AgRP (Agouti-related neuropeptide)-coding 
gene AGRP (having node degree 16 and BC 0.08615385) [Table 2], 
another key gene obtained from our study, is involved in all these 
four stress-related lifestyle diseases. AGRP encodes an antagonist of  
the melanocortin-3-receptor and the melanocortin-4 receptor. The 
hypothalamic control of  feeding behavior is regulated by melanocortin 
receptors, and they also help in the regulation of  intracellular calcium 
levels. Mutation in this gene leads to the late onset of  obesity.[39,40]

The LEP (leptin) gene (having node degree 37 and BC 0.48282051) 
[Table 2] was involved in all the four chronic stress-related lifestyle 
disorders. It encodes an adipocyte-derived hormone, leptin, which 
regulates feeding behavior and energy expenditure.[41] In animal models, 

Figure 1: Figure showing network of genes having z score >1 involved 
in top five diseases using FunDO

Figure 2: Figure showing protein-protein interaction network based on 
confidence score (0.7) for each chronic stress related lifestyle diseases. 
(a) CVDs (b) HTN (c) obesity (d) T2D

a

c

b

d

Table 1: Number of genes involved in top 5 diseases from 
the list of key genes
Disease Ontology (DO) term Number of genes in list
Diabetes mellitus 42
Obesity 27
Atherosclerosis 21
Hypertension 20
Anorexia nervosa 11
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mutations in the leptin gene cause severe obesity.[42] A polymorphic 
tetranucleotide repeat in the 30-flanking region of  the LEP gene 
(LEP-tet) serves as a useful marker for linkage and association studies 
between this gene and a number of  phenotypes other than obesity, 
such as noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus or T2D, HTN, and 
insulin resistance syndrome.[43] Recent evidence predicts the role of  
leptin plasma level as a risk factor for the development of  CVDs. It has 
been reported that a strong association exists between leptin plasma 
levels and increased risk of  myocardial infarction and stroke.[44] Brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)-coding gene BDNF, another 
key gene (having node degree 12 and BC 0.10461538) [Table 2], was 
obtained from our study; it plays a role in feeding behavior as well in 
maintaining homeostasis of  the body. Haploinsufficiency of  BDNF 
gene and polymorphism in BDNF val66met causes impairment in 
BDNF secretion and cellular signaling,[45] which subsequently leads to 
obesity. The onset of  obesity is associated with T2D and other medical 
complications.[46] 

Another key gene, CLOCK (Circadian Locomotor Output Cycles Kaput), 
having node degree 10 and BC 0.15666667 [Table 2], was obtained from 
our study that also plays an important role in maintaining the circadian 
rhythm of  our body. The circadian clocks are transcriptionally regulated 
cell-autonomous molecular mechanisms that directly regulate cellular 
and biological function at multiple sequential levels: Daily, seasonal, and 
throughout the lifespan.[47] A cell-autonomous circadian clock allows the 
anticipation of  changes in extracellular or environmental stimuli. This 

Figure 3: Figure showing network of key genes involved in four 
chronic stress-related lifestyle diseases based on node degree ≥5 
and BC ≥ 0.05 in Network Analyzer, a Cytoscape plug-in

Table 2: Key genes involved in chronic stress related 
lifestyle diseases
Genes involved in cardiovascular diseases (CVD)
Gene Betweenness centrality** Degree*

CLOCK 0.15666667 10
IRS1 0.07874206 15
CRP 0.07692308 11
LEP 0.48282051 37
INSR 0.06666667 8
SIRT1 0.29416667 14
AGT 0.06590038 11
PPARG 0.23666667 24
IL6 0.18641026 16
Genes involved in obesity
Gene Betweenness centrality** Degree*

CEP290 0.73333333 14
BDNF 0.10461538 12
CRP 0.07692308 11
LEP 0.48282051 37
MC4R 0.22051282 17
PPARG 0.23666667 24
IL6 0.18641026 16
LDLR 0.07692308 5
AGRP 0.08615385 16
BBS2 0.33333333 8
BBS4 0.53333333 8

Genes involved in hypertension (HTN)
Gene Betweenness centrality** Degree*

CUL3 0.06666667 6
TBL1X 0.12873563 5
ERBB4 0.13103448 8
CTNNB1 0.36091954 21
VEGFA 0.33889436 22
LEP 0.48282051 37
INSR 0.06666667 8
AGT 0.06590038 11
SLC12A3 0.58333333 9
KCNJ1 0.08333333 7
JAK2 0.08640394 18
TP53 0.36464149 19
HIF1A 0.25064039 27
WWOX 0.1862069 6

Genes involved in type 2 diabetes (T2D)
Gene Betweenness centrality** Degree* 
KCNJ11 0.08379928 10
LEP 0.48282051 37
INSR 0.06666667 8
DPP4 0.06523297 10
DRD2 1 5
HNF1A 0.08960573 19
TBL1X 0.12873563 5
IRS 0.07874206 15
INS 0.5116129 49
CRP 0.07692308 11
VEGFA 0.33889436 22
GSK3B 0.06577061 11

Table 2: Continued
GCG 0.09236559 26
ALB 0.07258065 18
IL6 0.18641026 16
GCK 0.08225806 16
Node degree* and betweenness centrality (BC)** are topological parameters used for 
gene prioritization in the network; a cut-off of BC ≥ 0.05 and/or node degree ≥ 5 were 
considered for gene prioritization
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Figure 4: Figure showing molecular function and pathway analysis of genes involved in four chronic stress-related lifestyle disorders

mechanism enables the cell/organ/organism to react to a stimulus with 
appropriate timing and response.[48] Hence, impairment of  the clock 
mechanism may result in responses to extracellular cues outside of  
the normal physiological range.[47] The circadian clock regulates heart 
rate, glycogen metabolism, and triglyceride levels, as well as adapting 
the responsiveness of  the myocardium to extracellular stimuli, such as 
fatty acids and ß-adrenergic signaling.[49] In multiple animal models of  
CVD, these mechanisms have been altered and are said to modulate 
the severity of  myocardial damage in response to stresses. It has been 
considered that dyssynchrony of  the cardiomyocyte circadian clock 
in shift workers, as well as individuals with diabetes and obesity, may 
lead to cardiovascular complications.[50] It was observed from network 
analysis that the common driver genes involved in all four diseases under 
discussion have identical node degree and BC values for each of  these 
diseases. It reflects that these genes have common interacting partners, 
and the interconnectedness of  the genes. It signifies the fact that there is 
a set of  common genes responsible for the generation of  these lifestyle 
diseases due to chronic lifestyle stress in the form of  sleep deprivation, 
abdominal fat accumulation, dietary irregularity, heightened awareness, 

Figure 5: Figure showing network of enriched genes involved in top 
five diseases using FunDO
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and spikes of  hypertensive episodes.

From our study, it was observed that CRP, VEGFA, HIF1A, and AGT 
are involved in CVDs, T2D, and obesity. Several earlier reports suggested 
that C-reactive protein encoded by the CRP gene plays an important role 
in metabolic syndrome. It is also regarded as an indicative biomarker 
for CVDs,[51] whereas vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A), 
encoded by the VEGFA gene, is a key member of  the family of  growth 
factors. Reports have established that patients with CVDs have higher 
levels of  VEGF-A in their serum.[52] HIF1A, another gene obtained from 
our study encodes the alpha subunit of  the transcription factor hypoxia-
inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), indicating its role in obesity, T2D, and CVDs 
by disease ontology annotation. Reports have also established that, due 
to loss of  HIF-1, fasting blood glucose levels were significantly increased 
and insulin response was impaired, with delayed glucose clearance from 
the blood and significantly decreased glucose uptake into the brain and 
heart[53] The AGT gene, which encodes angiotensinogen precursor, has 
an important role in maintaining blood pressure. Reports indicated that 
polymorphism in the AGT gene leads to cardiovascular complications 
such as atherosclerosis.[54]

Network analysis can serve as a powerful tool for gene prioritization.[22] 
Hence, using the network analysis approach in our study we obtained 
five key genes that play significant roles in disease development due to 
stress-related lifestyle patterns and behaviors.

Conclusion
Studies on the human disease network indicate a common genetic 
origin for many diseases, hence suggesting the interconnectedness of  
the genes.[55] Among the key genes obtained from our study, most are 
involved in maintaining homeostasis of  the body. The homeostasis of  
the body is primarily influenced by lifestyle. Therefore it is imperative that 
we study the genome as a whole. The purpose of  our study was to find 

out the common driver genes, abnormalities in which lead to a disease 
condition. A schematic diagram is presented in Figure 7 in order to show 
the causative agents that lead to these disease conditions among people. 
It is evident that lack of  exercise, a sedentary lifestyle, consumption of  
tobacco, consumption of  alcohol, work pressure, exposure to mutagens, 
and the environment work in synergy in the development of  stress-
related lifestyle disorders. Hence, gaining deeper knowledge of  the genes 
involved as well as their pathophysiological relevance to the disease will 
enable us to take the necessary preventive measures. The experimental 
validation of  all the candidate genes is not a feasible proposition, due 
to the high costs involved; getting biological samples from apparently 
healthy individuals is challenging, as well. It has been used not only to 
visualize complex interactions among the individual components, but 
also to comprehend their relative importance in the network based on 
well-defined topological parameters. In our study, by database mining and 
using a network-based functional annotation approach, we have derived 
the primary set of  genes associated with chronic stress-related lifestyle 
disorders and their involvement in the key pathways and biological 
processes by functional enrichment analysis. Such visualization and 
identification can promote better understanding of  the underlying disease 
process and also identify specific gene targets for therapy. Nonetheless, 
additional studies are required to confirm these initial findings so that 
their true potential may eventually be realized in a clinical setting.
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